A nonlinear set-valued inclusions system framework for an Ishikawa-hybrid proximal point algorithm is developed and studied using the notion of an (A, η)-accretive mapping. Convergence analysis for the algorithm of solving the nonlinear set-valued inclusions system and existence analysis of solution for the system are explored along with some results on the resolvent operator corresponding to the (A, η)-accretive mapping in a Banach space. The result that the sequence generated by the algorithm converges linearly to a solution of the system with the convergence rate is proved. MSC: 49J40; 47H06
Introduction
The nonlinear set-valued inclusions system, which was introduced and studied by Hassouni and Moudafi [] , is a useful and important extension of the variational inequality and variational inclusions system. In recent years, various variational inclusions systems and nonlinear set-valued inclusions systems have been intensively studied. Inspired and motivated by Examples .-. and recent research work in this field (see [, ] ), in this paper, we will introduce and discuss the problem associated with the following class of new nonlinear set-valued inclusions systems (NSVI Systems), which is finding (x, y) ∈ X × X for any f , g : X → X such that z ∈ S(x), w ∈ T(y), and If X is a real q-uniformly smooth Banach space, and G(·, ·) = N(y, g(x)), f (u) = u and S(u) = Q(u)(u ∈ X), then the problem () reduces to the problem associated with the following variational inclusions:
For any u ∈ X, find x ∈ X and y = Q(x) such that
which is developed by Li in  [] . The main purpose of this paper is to introduce and study a generalized nonlinear setvalued inclusions system framework for an Ishikawa-hybrid proximal point algorithm using the notion of (A, η)-accretive due to Lan-Cho-Verma [] in a Banach space, to analyse convergence for the algorithm of solving the system and existence of a solution for the system and to prove the result that sequence {(x n , y n )} ∞ n= generated by the algorithm converges linearly to a solution of the nonlinear set-valued inclusions system with the convergence rate . http://www.fixedpointtheoryandapplications.com/content/2012/1/195 
where ρ ∈ (, r/m), q > . 
Remark .
x + y q ≤ x q + q y, J q (x) + c q y q . Lemma . ([]) Let a, b, c >  be real, for any real q ≥ , if a q ≤ b q + c q , then a ≤ b + c.
Existence theorem of solutions
Let us study the existence theorem of solutions for the inclusions system (). (ii) For (x, y) ∈ X × X, z ∈ S(x) and w ∈ T(y), the following relations hold:
, and any  > λ > , the following relations hold: 
where c q >  is the same as in Lemma . and ρ i ∈ (,
Proof Define two mappings Q  , Q  : X → X as follows:
then by (), Lemma . and Lemma ., we have
and by (μ  , ν  )-Lipschitz continuity of F(·, ·) and γ  -Lipschitz continuity of S, we obtain
Since A is ω  -Lipschitz continuous and (σ  , ϕ  )-relaxed cocoercive with respect to f , and f is κ  -Lipschitz continuous so that for
Combining (), () and (), we can get
where
For elements
then by using the same method as the one used above,
hold, where
If setting
() and (), we have a ≤ ( -λ)E + λ b, where
where is called the matrix for nonlinear set-valued inclusions system. By using [], we have
It follows from (), the assumption of the condition () and
Therefore, the following relations hold for Theorem .(ii)-(iii):
where Algorithm . Let X be a q-uniformly smooth Banach space. Let f , g : X → X be two 
then we can get x  , y  ∈ X and z  ∈ S(x  ), w  ∈ T(y  ) as follows.
Step : For arbitrarily chosen initial points x  ∈ X, y  ∈ X, we choose suitable z  ∈ S(x  ),
and
where e
By using Nadler [], we can choose suitable z
Therefore, we obtain x  , y  ∈ X and z  ∈ S(x  ), w  ∈ T(y  ) and give the next step for gen-
and {w n } ∞ n= are generated by the iterative procedure
By using Nadler [], we can choose suitable z n+ ∈ S(x n+ ), w n+ ∈ T(y n+ ) such that
for n = , , , . . . Proof Let (x * , y * , z * , w * ) (z * ∈ S(x * ), w * ∈ T(y * )) be the solution of the problem (), then for
For n ≥ , we write
()
It follows from the hypotheses of the mappings A, f , F, S, M, η  and R
From ()-() and (), we have
It follows from ()-() that
By using the hypotheses of the mappings B, g, G, T, N , η  and R
in Theorem ., and the same method as the one above, we can get
that is, 
